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Abstract. Typically multi-spacecraft missions are ideally
suited to the study of shock spatial scales due to the sep-
aration of temporal and spatial variations. These missions
are not possible at all locations and therefore in-situ multi-
spacecraft measurements are not available beyond the Earth.
The present paper presents a study of shock spatial scales us-
ing single spacecraft measurements made by the Venus Ex-
press spacecraft. The scales are determined based on previ-
ous knowledge of shock overshoot scales measured by the
ISEE and Cluster missions. The study encompasses around
60 crossings of the Venusian bow shock from 2006 to 2009.
The statistical relationship between the shock ramp spatial
scales, overshoot and upstream shock parameters are inves-
tigated. We find that despite somewhat different solar wind
conditions our results are comparable with those based on
multi-spacecraft missions at the terrestrial bow shock.

Keywords. Interplanetary physics (Planetary bow shocks) –
Space plasma physics (Shock waves)

1 Introduction

Collision-less shocks are one of the core areas of plasma
physics research. The dominant process that occurs at the
front of a collision-less shock is the redistribution of the
upstream plasma bulk kinetic energy into more degrees of
freedom and the acceleration of a fragment of the parti-
cles into very high energies (Sagdeev, 1966; Sagdeev and
Galeev, 1969). Instabilities within the shock front have also
been attributed to the re-distribution of the upstream flow en-
ergy of which a comprehensive review was performed byPa-
padopoulos(1985). However, these energy distribution pro-
cesses are also closely related to the spatial scales of the
layers within the shock transition such as the foot, ramp
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and overshoot (supercritical shocks) regions. Studies have
also established that the electron dynamics at the shock front
(e.g. demagnetisation and thermalisation) are influenced by
the shock spatial scales within the transition (Balikhin and
Gedalin, 1994; Gedalin et al., 1995a,b; Balikhin et al., 1998).
Typically the magnetic transition across the collision-less
shock is the most commonly studied due to the reliability
and availability of magnetic field measurements. As a re-
sult, the magnetic profile of the collision-less shock has been
comprehensively studied in the space environment (Scudder
et al., 1986; Farris et al., 1991; Krasnoselskikh et al., 1991;
Newbury and Russell, 1996; Balikhin et al., 2002; Bale et al.,
2005). Numerical simulations such as those by performed
by Leroy et al.(1982) have also played a critical role in our
knowledge of shock structure. As a consequence, there is
currently a good understanding of shock structure however
the roles that small scale structures have on individual dissi-
pation mechanisms at the shock front still remain unclear.

Planetary bow shocks are the most commonly researched
shocks. Naturally the Earth’s bow shock has been the focus
of the majority of studies due to the abundance of spacecraft
(i.e. ISEE, ACE, THEMIS, Cluster) and the rich source of
in-situ measurements made available over the decades. How-
ever in contrast, Venus has no significant intrinsic magnetic
field (Phillips and Russell, 1987) and therefore the solar wind
interaction is somewhat different interacting directly with the
upper atmosphere (Luhmann, 1986). On the contrary, only a
small amount of spacecraft (Pioneer Venus, Magellan, Venus
Express) have been completely devoted to Venus study. The
launch of Venus Express (VEX) allowed continual magnetic
coverage of the surrounding Venus environment and lead to
several publications regarding the Venusian bow shock (Ba-
likhin et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008a,b; Whittaker et al.,
2010). Currently no study has been dedicated to the spatial
scales of the structures within the Venusian bow shock be-
cause typically single spacecraft missions such as VEX are
not ideally appropriate for these types of shock studies.
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Multi-spacecraft missions such as ISEE, THEMIS and
Cluster are most suited to shock scale studies due to the
ability to separate temporal and spatial variations within the
shock structure but also the capability of the determination of
accurate shock parameters. It is therefore unsurprising that
no study of spatial scales relating the Venusian bow shock
has been performed in comparison with the Earth terres-
trial bow shock where several have been carried out (Livesey
et al., 1982; Mellott and Livesey, 1987; Balikhin et al., 1995;
Hobara et al., 2010). Recent missions such as Cluster have
also permitted studies of electric field spatial scales within
the shock transition such as the work performed byWalker
et al.(2004); Dimmock et al.(2011), however this paper will
concentrate solely on scales within the magnetic transition.
In spite of the above restrictions, previous shock research
has devised methods for the estimation of spatial scales using
only single spacecraft measurements.Newbury et al.(1997)
proposed a method in which the spatial scale of the shock
ramp can be determined based on the non-coplanar compo-
nent of the magnetic field at the shock front. However cur-
rent availability of VEX MAG data is limited to 1 Hz time
resolution therefore this method is not practical as is requires
higher spatial detail across the shock ramp region. The spa-
tial scales can also be estimated based on prior knowledge
of the thickness of the foot and overshoot regions within the
transition layer. A study byLivesey et al.(1982) showed
that for the majority of shocks the overshoot spatial scale is
of the order of three times the upstream ion gyro-radius this
is also recently confirmed bySaxena et al.(2005) where the
wavelength of the overshoot/undershoot was 2–3 ion gyro
radii. The overshoot is defined as the region starting where
the magnetic field first increases above the average upstream
value and stops at the minimum point in the shock under-
shoot. A numerical measure of the overshoot is defined by
Eq. (1)

A =
Bo−Bd

Bd
(1)

whereBo is the maximum magnetic field value in the over-
shoot andBd is the average downstream magnetic field value.
This is obviously limited to shocks where the upstream Mach
number exceeds that of the critical value as magnetic over-
shoot is a feature strictly of shocks only in the supercritical
regime (Leroy et al., 1982). Nevertheless it allows for a re-
liable estimate of the overshoot width for single spacecraft
missions such as Venus Express. As a result, it is possible to
estimate other spatial scales within the shock transition such
as the foot and ramp regions where only single datasets are
available. The ramp in this paper is defined as the period in
which the magnetic field undergoes the steepest gradient.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the spatial scale
of the shock ramp and the dependance on the parameters of
the quasi-perpendicular shock such as the upstream Alfvén
Mach number (MA) and the angle between the normal and
the upstream magnetic field (2Bn). The dependance of the

overshoot will also be considered. Presented in this paper
is a statistical study of around 60 crossings of the Venusian
bow shock observed by VEX for a period from 2006 to 2009.
The following section will discuss the datasets, instrumenta-
tion and technical implications, then two examples of shocks
will be discussed to provide an accurate representation of the
crossings observed during the course of this work. Finally
the results will be considered together with the scientific and
physical interpretations.

2 Data and instrumentation

All the shocks analysed for this study were observed by the
Venus Express spacecraft over a period from 2006 to 2009.
Of the wealth of shocks available over this period around 60
were analysed, the selection criteria leading to this will be
outlined later. Magnetic field measurements used to iden-
tify the shock crossings were recorded by the Venus Express
Magnetometer (Zhang et al., 2006) (VEX MAG) at a time
resolution of 1 Hz. Due to the absence of any magnetic
cleanliness program for VEX, extensive cleaning was ini-
tially required of the VEX MAG datasets (Pope et al., 2011).
Magnetic offset determination was also required (Leinweber
et al., 2008) prior to the transformation into the Venusian co-
ordinate system (VSO). The VSO system resembles the GSE
system such that the x-axis is directed Sunwards, the y di-
rection opposes the spacecraft orbital motion, and the z axis
is northward thus completing the right handed set. The ion
temperature (Ti), density (Np) and upstream solar wind ve-
locity (V u) used to calculate the upstream ion gryoradius and
Alfv én Mach number were all measured by the Analyser of
Space Plasma and Energetic Atoms (ASPERA) instrument
(Barabash et al., 2007).

3 Shock crossings

Around 60 shocks make up the statistical dataset in this study.
Initially the magnetic profile of the shock transition deter-
mined shock selection. Following this, the selection crite-
ria placed prime importance on the determination of an ac-
curate shock normal (n̂). All normals were determined by
minimum variance analysis (MVA) (Sonnerup and Cahill,
1967) and validated by the projection of the magnetic field
directed along the shock normal. If sufficient upstream to
downstream variation was seen, the normal was deemed un-
suitable. Multiple periods across the shock were also applied
to check for normal variability. In cases where normals var-
ied by a large degree or no clear normal could be identified,
the shock was not included. The quality status caveats of the
ASPERA datasets were also taken into account where each
data is marked between poor and excellent. Taking this in ac-
count, only satisfactory and above data were selected for this
study. The shock spacecraft velocityVSh was calculated by
dividing the spatial scale of the overshoot region by its time
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Fig. 1. A crossing of the Venusian bow shock on 24 April 2008. The black line shows the magnetic field profile measured by the VEX MAG
instrument. The blue plot shows the magnetic field directed along the shock normal. Two red dashed lines show the interval of the magnetic
overshoot used to determine the shock spatial scales.

duration which was used to determine the spatial scale of the
magnetic ramp for each of the individual crossings.

Two example shocks will be discussed to demonstrate the
analysis and assumptions that took place during this study.
Both examples describe an accurate representation of the
shocks encountered during this study of which are both in-
cluded in the results.

4 Shock 1: 24 April 2008

Figure 1 displays a shock crossing observed by VEX on
24 April 2008 at 03:18:16 UT at an orbital radius of approx-
imately 1.7Rv. The black line shows the magnetic profile of
the shock observed by the VEX MAG whereas the blue line
shows the magnetic field directed along the shock normal.
The overshoot and ramp for this shock are defined by the
interval shown by the dashed vertical red and black lines, re-
spectively. The shock profile exhibits typical behaviour of a
supercritical quasi-perpendicular shock crossing evident by
the clearly defined foot, ramp and overshoot features. Up-
stream of the shock the average magnetic field was measured
as|BUp| ≈ 6 nT and the ASPERA instrument recorded a so-

lar wind velocity of|V Up| ≈ 360 km s−1. The shock normal
was determined by MVA and was calculated as [0.61,−0.75,
0.24]. Bn exhibits little to no variation from upstream to
downstream of the shock where fluctuations during the ramp
region are also negligible with respect to the magnitude of the
shock ramp. The shock geometry is quasi-perpendicular as
the angle between̂n andBUp was determined to be2Bn ≈

49◦. The upstream proton density was measured asNp ≈

15 cm−3 resulting in an Alfv́en Mach number ofMA ≈ 4.7
which confirms the supercritical nature of the shock consis-
tent with the magnetic field profile in Fig.1. The ion temper-
ature measured upstream of the shock front wasTi ≈ 5 eV
which was used to calculate the upstream ion gyro-radius
(Ri = 1.02× 102√µZ−1

√
T i |BUp|

−1
= 36.9 km, whereµ

andZ are the ion/proton mass ratio and charge state, respec-
tively) which indicated an overshoot spatial scale ofOSc≈

110.7 km. The time duration of the overshoot (A ≈ 0.4) was
calculated from the magnetic field data as 18 s which resulted
in VSh≈ 6.15 km s−1. Based on the estimatedVSh, the spatial
scale of the shock ramp wasRSc≈ 8.7 km which is 0.3Ri .
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Fig. 2. A crossing of the Venusian bow shock on 11 June 2007. The black line shows the magnetic field profile measured by the VEX MAG
instrument. The blue plot shows the magnetic field directed along the shock normal. Two red dashed lines show the interval of the magnetic
overshoot used to determine the shock spatial scales.

5 Shock 2: 11 June 2007

Figure 2 represents a crossing of the Venusian bow shock
that took place on 11 June 2007 at a distance of approxi-
mately 1.8Rv. The black line represents the magnitude of
the magnetic field profile whereas the blue line showsBn.
The overshoot and ramp for this shock are defined by the
interval shown by the dashed vertical red and black lines, re-
spectively. The profile exhibits typical features which iden-
tify the shock as supercritical, notably the obvious overshoot
following the ramp. The overshoot is arguably larger than the
previous example suggesting a more elevatedMA . Upstream
measurements made by VEX indicated|BUp| ≈ 7.6 nT and
|V Up| ≈ 502 km s−1. The shock normal was determined us-
ing MVA and was [0.67, 0.73, 0.15]. The projection shows
minimal upstream to downstream variation and change dur-
ing the ramp. There is a small offset from upstream to far
downstream however this correlates directly with the large
overshoot, and due to a larger amount of low frequency
plasma structures superimposed on the crossing there is suf-
ficiently larger fluctuations with respect to the previous case.
Nevertheless, the variation inBn across the shock is negli-
gible with respect to the change observed in|B| during the

shock ramp.n̂ resulted in2Bn ≈ 71◦. Upstream measure-
ments performed by the ASPERA instrument indicatedNp
andTi to be 4.5 cm−3 and 20 eV, respectively.Np resulted in
MA ≈ 5.5 which supports the substantial overshoot observed
in Fig. 2 which was calculated as 0.6. The ion gyro radius
was determined to be 60 km which provides a spatial scale
estimate ofOSc≈ 180 km. VSh was calculated as approxi-
mately 1.44 km s−1 which indicates the shock ramp spatial
scale to be 11.26 km or 0.19Ri .

6 Results and discussion

Figure3 shows the estimated shock ramp spatial scales nor-
malised with respect to the ion gyro-radius plotted against
the Alfvén Mach number. The black crosses show the indi-
vidual shocks whereas the red markers show the means be-
tween each intermediate Mach number. The red dashed line
shows a tendency for the normalised ramp scale to decrease
with increasing Alfv́en Mach number. This statistical trend
has also been observed by (Hobara et al., 2010) using Clus-
ter measurements at the Earth bow shock. More notably the
majority of shocks ramp scales tend to be 0.5Ri with lower
and upper limits of 0.1 to 1Ri , respectively. These limits are
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Fig. 3. The normalised shock ramp spatial scales plotted against
Alfv én Mach number. The black markers show the individual cross-
ings whereas the red dashed line shows the mean values for Mach
numbers between (1–2, 3–4, 4–5 etc.). The means do not take into
account the two outliers around 1.6 and 1.8.

in close agreement with shock ramp widths measured at the
Earth using multi-spacecraft measurements by Cluster (Ho-
bara et al., 2010), ISEE (Newbury et al., 1998) and AMPTE
(Walker et al., 1999a) where typical (1–3Ri) and very thin
shock ramps have been observed.

There are two clear outliers in Fig.3 however this could
be explained by the fact that in some cases the assumption
is incorrect although remains true for the majority of shock
crossings. On the other hand there is no significant statistical
dependency between2Bn and the ramp width. The condition
thatOSc≈ 3Ri may not be entirely exact for all overshoots
of supercritical shocks means that a case study would not
be practical based on this assumption. However, statistically
for the majority of shocks this should provide an accurate
estimate of the ramp width and therefore will allow us to
draw reliable conclusions.

Figure4 shows the Alfv́en Mach number plotted with the
overshoot defined by Eq. (1). There is a strong tendency for
the overshoot to increase with the Alfvén Mach number. Fig-
ure5 shows the same data where in this case2Bn is plotted
with the overshoot. The statistical trend in Fig.5 suggests
that the distribution of the overshoot increases as2Bn → 90◦

which is expected due to the increased number of ions re-
turning back and accelerated towards the shock as geometry
becomes perpendicular. It is also worth noting that there is
some variation within the statistics, a major contribution to
this could be the addition of turbulence within the shock tran-
sition in which the shock overshoot can be highly sensitive
(Mellott and Livesey, 1987).

Overall the tendency for the shock ramp scale to decrease
with the Alfvén Mach number validates the model that the
whistler dispersion is the underlying process in the forma-
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Fig. 4. Overshoot (A =
Bo−Bd

Bd
) plotted against the Alfv́en Mach

number.

tion of the magnetic ramp. In the case of weak subcritical
shocks, the stationary whistler precursor is formed as the re-
sult of the balance between the nonlinear steepening which
transfers energy towards the short scales in the shock tran-
sition. The wave dispersion also allows waves with small
enough wavelengths to leave the steepening region. The
whistler critical Mach numberMw is the highest Mach num-
ber that still allows a linear whistler wave to phase stand in
the upstream plasma flow (Kennel et al., 1985). In condi-
tions where the upstream Mach number exceedsMw a sta-
tionary wave precursor cannot be formed and the non sta-
tionary shock ramp is formed as the result of the counter
balance between the nonlinearity and the dispersion of the
high amplitude whistler waves (Krasnoselskikh, 1985; Ba-
likhin et al., 1997a,b, 1999; Walker et al., 1999b). Another
model of the magnetic ramp spatial scales of high Mach num-
ber and non stationary shocks are based on particle in cell
(PIC) numerical simulations such as those byLembege and
Savoini (1992). According to this model, the small ampli-
tude whistler grows at the upstream edge of the ramp to such
high amplitudes that it replaces the shocks ramp and leads to
shock reformation. In such a model the ramp scale should be
spread in a significant range from a very short scales to scales
that are compatible to the size of the foot region. The results
presented in Fig.3 do not support such a model. The absence
of experimental support of this scenario can be explained by
the artificially low ratio of the electron plasma frequency to
the electron cyclotron frequency used in simulations. While
for the terrestrial bow shock that ratio is typically 1.5×102,
parameters of PIC simulations (Lembege and Savoini, 1992)
result in a value of more than 1 order of magnitude lower.
This leads to considerable overestimation of the electric to
magnetic field ratio in the phase standing whistler waves
which results in significant modification of their properties
(Krasnoselskikh and Lobzin, 2009).
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7 Conclusions

The main conclusion that should be draw from this study
is that despite the difference in solar wind conditions at the
Venusian bow shock, and the absence of any significant in-
trinsic planetary magnetic field, the spatial scale of the ramp
still lies within the same normalised values as studies car-
ried out at the Earth bow shock. The spatial scales within the
shock play a large role in the shock formation process and
non-linearity at the shock front (Sagdeev, 1979; Papadopou-
los, 1981; Kennel et al., 1985). The spatial scales within
the shock transition also determine the types of mechanisms
for the interaction between the upstream plasma flow and
electromagnetic fields present at the shock front which also
balance shock steepening. While there are many studies of
spatial shock scales at the Earth (Livesey et al., 1982; Mellott
and Livesey, 1987; Balikhin et al., 1995; Hobara et al., 2010)
none have been performed based on the Venusian bow shock.
The results of this study also demonstrate that the ability to
study spatial scales at the shock front is not solely restricted
to multi-spacecraft missions, and can allow for the study of
shock spatial scales at locations where multi-spacecraft mis-
sions are unfeasible.
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